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mlk celebration
monday | january 21

mlk march
8:30am -2:00pm | adele center & dayton
Meet for breakfast and make posters at the Adele Center McGinnis room, then get ready to
march downtown! Wrap up the day with discussion and a free lunch. Transportation is provided.

tuesday | january 22

breakfast
8:00am | ku ballroom
Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum will share on the theme of Our Call to Shape the Future:
Building a place for all.

marianst celebration
12:30 pm | immaculate conception chapel
The celebration will begin with mass celebrated in the Chapel followed by a reception
in the Torch Lounge.

thursday | january 24

prayers of the heart

12:15 pm - 12:30 pm | peace pole

Join us for our monthly prayer service, prayers of the heart, for bringing healing, empathy,
awareness, reconciliation and transformation on our campus, the city, nation and the world.

table of plenty

12:30 pm -1:45 pm | ku torch lounge
Come to a lunchtime dialogue on complex social justice topics related to the impact and
legacy of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

saturday | january 26

mlk social justice plunge

10:00am - 4:30pm | vwk main & dayton

Here is your chance to serve in the Dayton community and engage in dialogue about race
relations and current social justice issues. Lunch will be provided.
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monday | january 21

mlk march
8:30am -2:00pm | adele center & dayton
Meet for breakfast and make posters at the Adele Center McGinnis room, then get ready to
march downtown! Wrap up the day with discussion and a free lunch. Transportation is provided.

tuesday | january 22

breakfast
8:00am | ku ballroom
Dr. Beverly Daniel Tatum will share on the theme of Our Call to Shape the Future:
Building a place for all.

marianst celebration
12:30 pm | immaculate conception chapel
The celebration will begin with mass celebrated in the Chapel followed by a reception
in the Torch Lounge.

thursday | january 24

prayers of the heart

12:15 pm - 12:30 pm | peace pole

Join us for our monthly prayer service, prayers of the heart, for bringing healing, empathy,
awareness, reconciliation and transformation on our campus, the city, nation and the world.

table of plenty

12:30 pm -1:45 pm | ku torch lounge
Come to a lunchtime dialogue on complex social justice topics related to the impact and
legacy of Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.

saturday | january 26

mlk social justice plunge

10:00am - 4:30pm | vwk main & dayton

Here is your chance to serve in the Dayton community and engage in dialogue about race
relations and current social justice issues. Lunch will be provided.

